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TOKYO, Japan Sep. 30, 2022 –Okura Fitness & Spa operated by The Okura Tokyo was selected on September 

26, 2022, as the “Top Spa of Japan” at the Crystal Award 2022, which decides the top spas in Japan. 

 

Okura Fitness & Spa, which opened in 2019, has been named a “Top 10 Spa of Japan” at the Crystal Award 

every year since 2020, and has earned the top honor in its third year of operation. 

 

 

■What is the Crystal Award? 

The Crystal Award is the only spa award in Japan co-sponsored by Spa & Wellness 

Japan and Conceptasia Management and Consulting Ltd. Spa users and spa 

journalists cast their votes for the “Top 10 Spa of Japan” from among roughly 130 spas 

selected by industry experts throughout the country, with the spa receiving the most 

votes earning the 1st place and the title of “Top Spa of Japan”. 

 

■About Okura Fitness & Spa 

Located on the 27th floor of The Okura Prestige Tower, Okura Fitness & Spa boasts a total of seven treatment 

rooms that offer panoramic views of the Tokyo cityscape. Five different facial and body courses are available, 

based on the philosophy of the “Five Elements”, an ancient Eastern philosophy that everything is made up of 

five elements: Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal, and Water. Okura Fitness & Spa is also the first spa in Japan to offer 

ANNAYAKE, which combines Japanese and Western ideas and features products derived from natural 

ingredients. 

 

■About The Okura Tokyo 

Opened in September 2019, The Okura Tokyo is the Okura Group’s flagship luxury brand hotel. The hotel 

consists of two buildings: The Okura Heritage Wing, a 17-story tower enveloped in an air of elegance and 

tranquility, and The Okura Prestige Tower, a 41-story tower that meets modern-day needs for dynamism and 

functionality while also maintaining a uniquely Japanese accent. There are a total of 508 guestrooms in the 

hotel. The hotel is home to five restaurants including Japanese authentic cuisine, Teppanyaki, etc, two bars, a 

tea ceremony room, 19 banquet rooms including Heian Room (approx. 2,000㎡), and also Okura Fitness & Spa. 

 

Official Website: https://theokuratokyo.jp/en/ 

Okura Fitness & Spa: https://theokuratokyo.jp/en/experience/fitness_spa/ 

Official Instagram Account: https://www.instagram.com/theokuratokyo/ 

 

<Media related inquiries> 

The Okura Tokyo Public Relations: Satomi Sakaguchi / Kaori Wakui / Tomoyo Honjo 

2-10-4 Toranomon, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-0001 

TEL: +81-3-3224-6731 FAX：+81-3-3224-6727  pr@tokyo.hotelokura.co.jp 

 

<Customer inquiries> 

TEL (Main): +81(3)3582-0111 TEL (Direct): +81(3)3505-6086 

 ≪The Okura Tokyo≫  

Okura Fitness & Spa  

Earns the 1st Place Crystal Award 2022, is Named the “Top Spa of Japan” 
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A brand story of ANNAYAKE

ANNAYAKE believes that time creates beauty

With the gentle flow of time as an ally, East meets West Cosmetics brand 

"ANNAYAKE" that fuses the secrets of Eastern and Western beauty

The beauty of the Japan representing the Orient "Kimono" The secret of 

its overwhelming beauty is to layer it slowly over time. Nothing beats what 

you get from taking your time slowly

Beauty doesn't have to be a day

Don't go against the flow of time and live calmly

ANNAYAKE believes that time creates beauty

Be at peace with the passing of time
ANNAYAKE believes that time creates beauty



About ANNAYAKE 

ANNAYAKE was born from the joint development of the KELEMATA Group, which has two 

laboratories in Europe, and a major cosmetics brand in Japan with world-recognized 

cosmetics development technology

East meets West - a fusion of the secrets of Eastern and Western beauty, ANNAYAKE's 

"ANNA" is the name of a Western woman. The "KE" in "YAKE" is a Western

KE of the KELEMATA group, time passes naturally from crimson sunrises to crimson sunsets 

and beautiful night views

ANNAYAKE's brand colors are "red" for sunrise & sunset and "black" for beautiful night 

scenery and a beautiful black color gradations. The red ribbon that represents a gently flowing 

time, and as a red thread of precious connections between the brand and people 

ANNAYAKE is a sister brand of the world's first aging care specialist "ORLANE". It is a 

skincare brand born in France in 1988 

ANNAYAKE - from traditional materials of Japan such as bamboo, yuzu and camellia, unique 

products have been created by the fusion of East and West, the world's most advanced 

research and technology

Believing that time creates beauty, ANNAYAKE proposes its own treatment menu for both 

men and women, focusing on basic care such as keeping your skin clean all day using natural 

ingredients

Be at peace with the passing of time
ANNAYAKE believes that time creates beauty



About Spa ANNAYAKE at The Okura Tokyo

A bridge between Japan and foreign countries, the luxury hotel "The Okura Tokyo" in 

Toranomon City, Tokyo. The beauty of Japan that conveys elegance, the heart of Japan who 

cares for details, and the exquisite Japanese character create a blend of "harmony" and 

"stillness" and a beautiful oasis of spa

At Spa ANNAYAKE from Asia, please enjoy the experience of "peace", "healing" and 

"hospitality" through your five senses

East meets West  - mainly Japanese culture, values maintaining a healthy mind and body. 

So for Asians, effectively meeting the needs of the body and maintains being healthy 

STORES and PROMOTE your mental health and positive mind sets

Healing starting from the space of the Okura Tokyo

A treatment space with a panoramic view of the city center from the upper floor

The Okura Tokyo offers a unique treatment menu that allows busy modern people to refresh 

themselves and provide total mental and physical care, regardless of gender, according to 

their condition

The concept is the natural philosophy "Five Elements Thought" that has been transmitted to 

the East since ancient times

Traced to the five elements of Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal, and Water, which create all things, it 

offers five courses for facials and bodies

The Okura Tokyo Official Site:
https://theokuratokyo.jp/en/experience/fitness_spa/

The Okura Tokyo/ Spa ANNAYAKE
The moment you step into the lobby of The Okura Tokyo, a moment of calm unfolds.


